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Abstract

In this work, we address the issues of the missing modal-

ities that have arisen from the Visual Question Answer-

Difference prediction task and find a novel method to solve

the task at hand. We address the missing modality–the

ground truth answers–that are not present at test time and

use a privileged knowledge distillation scheme to deal with

the issue of the missing modality. In order to efficiently

do so, we first introduce a model, the “Big” Teacher, that

takes the image/question/answer triplet as its input and out-

performs the baseline, then use a combination of models

to distill knowledge to a target network (student) that only

takes the image/question pair as its inputs. We experiment

our models on the VizWiz and VQA-V2 Answer Difference

datasets and show through extensive experimentation and

ablation the performance of our method and a diverse pos-

sibility for future research.

1. Introduction

With the advancements of the Visual Question Answer-

ing (VQA) [4] task, where a model learns to generate a cor-

rect answer to a visual query about a given image, a new

task called Visual Question Answer-Difference [6] (we call

VQD for short) has been proposed where a model is re-

quired to take VQA one step further and try to understand

why or how the answers of a VQA model may differ.

The nature of the VQA task allows for an important real-

world application of blind people using this framework to

ask questions to an AI model to help them in their everyday

lives [17]. However, with the limitations of current mod-

els, the designers of the VQD task [6] try to tackle a fun-

damental issue of the existing framework of models being

trained to output the most probable answer without taking

into consideration the subtle differences of answers or even

the subjective nature of answers.

The VQD task is defined as follows: given a triplet of
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Figure 1. Simplified illustration of Knowledge Distillation using

Individual Modalities and a Combined Modality “Big” Teacher.

The outputs of each teacher are leveraged and loss is backpropa-

gated using L2 Loss into the Student Model along with the ground

truth loss.

Image, Question, and the 10 possible Answers gathered

through crowdsourcing, an AI model is required to answer

out of 10 answer difference categories why the 10 possi-

ble answers might be different given the Image and Ques-

tion. Although this setting seems plausible, the creators of

the task has not made the Answers of the Test set publicly

available due to an ongoing challenge. This means that al-

though we are free to use the Answers during training and

validation, at test time, we are to use a different set of in-

puts. To reiterate, in reality, the VQD task should be de-

fined as follows: given a pair (not triplet) of Image and

Question, the model should be able to understand the in-

tricacies of the Image and Question in order to output not

only the correct answer but also the reasons as to why the

answers could possibly be different. This makes the prob-

lem a much more challenging problem and also makes it

much more real-world like.

Given this setting, we devise a method to tackle the chal-

lenge of the trying to understand the possibilities of the an-

swers given only the Image and Question. We first propose

a network that uses all 3 modalities and outperforms previ-

ous networks. Then, we propose to use a knowledge dis-

tillation [19] technique to distill knowledge about the miss-



ing modality to train another model that only has the Image

and Question available to it. We show through our exten-

sive experimentation and analysis the performance gains of

this method on Vizwiz and VQA-V2 VQD dataset [6]. The

main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1. We revisit the Visual Question Difference (VQD)

task [6] to show a novel method to deal with the re-

alistic issue of the missing modality at test time.

2. In order to effectively learn to predict VQD, we pro-

pose a new powerful network, “Big” Teacher, that at-

tends to all three modalities and outperforms previous

baselines. We believe the proposed model starts a new

baseline for future research on VQD prediction task.

3. We perform extensive analysis and experiments to

show our novel method’s intuitiveness and direction

for possible future research in this task.

2. Related Work

Visual Question Answering Recently, by virtue of the ad-

vancements in deep learning, there has been significant im-

provements in VQA models [28, 32, 35], with recent VQA

models mostly focusing on designing better visual/question

bilinear fusion [5, 10, 11, 26, 37] or better attention mech-

anisms [2, 7, 25, 28, 35, 36]. However, the VQA task has

shown several issues regarding its datasets such as (1) Low

dependency on visual cues [14], (2) unimodal bias [1], (3)

robustness [34], and (4) answer differences [4]. In this

work, we specifically focus on the issue of answer differ-

ence in VQA datasets.

Answer Difference in VQA Datasets As multiple annota-

tors are involved in the labeling process for VQA datasets,

visual questions often lead to different answers from dif-

ferent people [4, 16, 30]. Even though we generally want

to generate an answer that gives us the highest score for

each visual question, a model trained on a datasets with

an abundance of unique answers might generate ambigu-

ous answers. Previously, this problem has been addressed

via a consensus based performance metric [4, 30]. Re-

cently, [6] introduced a dataset to explicitly learn why dif-

ferent answers occur. The work by Bhattacharya et al. ex-

tends prior works [4, 16, 30] which has suggested reasons

why answers can differ such as visual questions are difficult,

subjective, ambiguous, or containing synonymous answers.

In particular, they explicitly label each visual question in-

dicating which among nine options are the reasons for the

observed answer differences for two popular VQA datasets,

VizWiz [17] and VQA 2.0 [14]. The VizWiz VQD dataset,

however, comes with an added challenge of the ground truth

answers being missing at test time. We tackle this problem

by using our novel training scheme with our new baseline.

Generalized Knowledge Distillation Our proposed learn-

ing scheme is based on the concept of generalized distil-

lation [27] which combines the two popular “machines-

teaching-machines” frameworks: knowledge distilla-

tion [19] and privileged information [33]. Vapnik and

Vashist [33] first introduced a student-teacher analogy

where they exploit a “teacher” model (model pre-trained

with optical flow) that provides additional information

about the training examples to a “student” model (model

trained on RGB). The teacher model is trained with addi-

tional information (e.g. depth map or optical flow) avail-

able only in the training phase and not at test time [33],

and they exploit the information of the teacher to better

train the student. In our scenario, the ground truth answers

are the privileged information available for training, along

with visual/question, but only visual/question is available

at test time. On the other hand, Hinton et al. [19] intro-

duced the concept of knowledge distillation. The motiva-

tion stems from the desire to transfer knowledge learned

from a teacher model (ensemble of models) to a student

model (small model) by matching the outputs representa-

tion of the student to the outputs of the teacher in order to

improve the performance of the student model. In our case,

we have several models that act as teacher models. More

specifically, we have models for each individual modality

(visual, question, and answer) and also a model that takes

the visual/question/answer triplet as inputs while our target

or student model only takes visual/question pair as inputs.

The generalized distillation approach is adapted by various

applications that require cross-modality knowledge trans-

fer including object detection [15, 20] and action recogni-

tion [9, 12, 13, 23, 24, 29]. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to apply the generalized distillation scheme

for VQD prediction task.

Table 1. The labels of reasons why answers differ defined by [6].

LQI Low Quality Image

IVE Insufficient Visual Evidence

INV Invalid Question

DFF Difficult Question

AMB Ambiguous Question

SBJ Subjective Question

SYN Synonymous Answers

GRN Granular (Answers present the same idea)

SPM Spam Answers

OTH Other

3. Methodology

In this section, we introduce the architecture of the

teacher models utilized (including “Big” Teacher model)

and the distillation framework we propose.
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Figure 2. Architecture of our “Big” Teacher Model. We show with red dotted arrows the distilled features. Black dashed lines show

residual connections.

3.1. Problem Definition

The Visual Question Answering (VQA) [4] tasks is re-

quired to generate a correct answer â for a given visual

question (x, q). The question q is usually embedded into a

vector with RNNs and the image x is represented by fixed-

size features from CNNs. The traditional VQA model is

trained with cross-entropy loss by comparing the model’s

predictions with ground truth answers a.

According to [6], predicting visual question answer dif-

ference is designed as a multi-label classification problem.

Given an image and question pair (x, q), the goal is to learn

from the given binary ground truth vector Y = {yi}
N
i=1

for

each of the N reasons (N = 10 including “Other” class)

why the answer might be different (the reasons are listed in

Table 1). For the ground truth labels, each class is labeled,

either 1 (present) or 0 (not present), by five crowd workers.

While [6] utilizes the image, question, and ground truth

answers as input cues for their final model, as we are

not provided with the ground truth answers for the testing

phase, we can only rely on the image and question. For this

reason, our student model, which is our final model for an-

swer difference predictions, only has image and question as

inputs. Our final model utilizes ResNet50 [18] for image

features x, and a 300 dimensional pre-trained Glove word

vector [31] followed by a single-layer GRU [8].

Just like the given baseline for the model that makes use

of the Question and Image (Q+I Model for short) as its in-

put, in [6], all the input cues (image representation x and

question representation q) are fed into our answer differ-

ence prediction model comprised of several fully connected

layers and outputs the class logit Zp = {ẑi}
N
i=1

. The final

answer difference prediction Ŷ = {ŷi}
N
i=1

is computed via

a Sigmoid non-linearity, and the model is trained with the

Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) loss.

3.2. Proposed Training Method

As previously stated, for the VizWiz VQD dataset, the

ground truth answers for the test split datasets are not avail-

able to the public. The task deals with two unknowns since

both the ground truth answers, which are important inputs

for the VQD task, and the answer difference labels are miss-

ing. This is due to both the VizWiz VQA task and VizWiz

VQD task being separate challenges that are concurrently

open on the Eval AI test server.

Because of this issue, we propose a new method so that

we can use only the questions and the image to output the

difference. [6, 16] claims that even without the answers,

a model should be able to anticipate the different kinds of

answers a question and image pair should have. In prac-

tice, however, this model does not perform as accurately as

a model that has the ground truth answer as its input as this

input contains significantly more information to the model.

Intuitively, compared to a model that has all three modali-

ties present, a model that has to rely on only the question

and the image to guess why the answers could be different

would perform much worse as it is much more difficult. In

addition, since we do not have the implementation details

of the Question, Image, and Answer (Q+I+A) Model given

by [6], we set our baseline model as the Q+I Model.

In light of this, we leverage a teacher-student framework



Table 2. The notations of the distillation losses. We make use of 7 distillation losses in total by exploiting three teachers (Visual, Question,

and “Big” Teacher) intermediary features and the final predictions.
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with knowledge distillation [19] to solve the current prob-

lem at hand. In this problem definition, we require sev-

eral teacher models. From Hinton et al. [19] and intuitively,

transferring more features and information generally leads

to less overfitting and better performance compared to a

model that lacks this extra information. Although the best

performing models would have all modalities, with the cur-

rent limitations of this task, we believe that using different

combinations of teacher models is the best solution.

3.3. Individual Modality Teacher Models

As we propose that each modality gives important in-

formation to the student model when distilling knowledge

based on what each modality learns, we describe in de-

tail the teacher models. The Visual Teacher consists of a

ResNet50 [18] backbone to generate Zv
vi, and we use Zv

vi

through a simple Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) to generate

class logit Zv
p . The performance of this model is similar to

that reported in [6] as it follows the same architecture. The

Question Teacher consists of a Glove [31] embedding and

a GRU [8] backbone. Similar to the visual teacher, the em-

bedded question Z
q
qi is passed through a MLP to generate

class logit Zq
p . The performance of this model is also similar

to that reported in [6] for similar reasons. We then propose

a novel “Big” Teacher, a teacher model that outperforms

the given baseline model with ground truth answer inputs

and use this model to ultimately guide the student to make

the correct predictions. This model uses all modalities and

is the most complex model among all our models.

We also consider the Answer Teacher that uses the di-

verse ground truth answers as input and tries to understand

the reasons for this diversity. This is slightly different from

the other teacher models in that it directly takes the answers

and tries to guess why the answers would be different with-

out any other cues. This is a naive approach and could be

seen as counter-intuitive to use on its own, but we still test

it to show its potential impact. The official repository uses a

vocabulary of 6250 dimensions and this value is achieved

only by taking answers that have appeared more than 5

times within the entire train/val/test dataset. The total num-

ber of unique answers that are given due to the issues of the

open-ended crowd sourcing are given as 58,789 [17] and

using all the unique answers might seem inefficient since

there are too many values. However, if the threshold is

set at 5, too many unique answers are disregarded and the

model may not be able to pick up on the minute differences

that occur from either ambiguous or granular reasons. To
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Figure 3. Detailed model of our distillation method. The L2i listed

correspond to the losses found in Table 2. Although A Teacher is

shown in the figure, we do not use A Teacher in our final model,

so we do not draw the distillation loss arrows

this end, we recreate the answer vocabulary to include all

available answers, from the train/val set, without the test

set due to our lack of access, and set the vocabulary size to

be 45,304. We also use this same vocabulary space for our

“Big” Teacher model’s answer input for the same reasons.

3.4. “Big” Teacher Model

Our “Big” Teacher, as shown in Fig. 2, uses all modali-

ties present, including the ground truth answers. The “Big”

Teacher uses a ResNet50 [18] backbone for image features

and Glove [31] embeddings with a GRU [8] for question

features and uses the [3]’s attention to attend to all three

modalities. Traditional attention simply attends the ques-

tion to the image to see where the question needs to attend

in the image. However, since we are dealing with three dif-

ferent modalities, we devise a different architecture suitable

for attending three modalities.

First, we can attend the question to the answer, and

thereby we can see whether or not the answer to the question

is present. At the same time, we can also attend the answer

to the question to see if there is a part of the question that is

important to the question. Attention goes both ways, so we

attend it both ways as shown in Fig. 2. For the question that

has been attended by the answer, since it holds information

about which part of the question is important to the answer,

we attend this attended question to the image to see if there



are parts of the image that correspond to this attended ques-

tion. Additionally, in order to stop error propagation, we

apply residual connections across the model. We show that

this model outperforms the given baseline significantly. As

a result, three feature vectors from three modalities are gen-

erated: Zb
vi,Z

b
qi, and Zb

ai for visual, question, and answer

features respectively. The three feature vectors are summed

up and pass through additional MLP to generate class logit

Zb
p similar to multimodal fusion methods [25, 21].

3.5. Student Model

The Student Model follows the same architecture of the

Q+I model in [6] and consists of a ResNet50 [18] back-

bone with Glove [31] embeddings and a GRU [8] for its

respective inputs. The features are passed through a FC

layer to generate intermediary feature vectors (Zs
vi and Zs

qi)

then multiplies into a FC classifier for the output class logit

Zs
p . The final answer prediction from the student model Ŷ s

is computed by feeding Zs
p into Sigmoid non-linearity. A

simplified Student Model is shown in Fig. 3.

3.6. Teaching the Student

Teacher Models need to be pre-trained in order to teach

the student, so we train the teacher models with their respec-

tive inputs with BCE loss, then we use each of the Teacher

Models as a guide in training the Student Model. From each

Teacher Model t (t ∈ {v, q, b}), we make use of L2 loss to

transfer the knowledge to the Student Model by matching

the output:

LL2(Z
t, Zs) = ||Zt − Zs||2F . (1)

In addition to applying L2 loss on the predictions of the

Teacher and Student Models, we also leverage the interme-

diary features of the Teacher Models, specifically from the

Visual, Question and “Big” Teacher. We use the intermedi-

ary visual and question features from the respective teachers

and leverage L2 loss. These features are the features before

the classifier and can be shown in Fig. 3.

As single modality Teachers are trying to learn from their

given modalities, each Teacher Model tries to leverage as

much knowledge as it can from its given modality as there

is no other modality to depend on. Due to this, if we force

our Student Model to learn something from this feature rep-

resentation, the Student Model can learn something that it

normally would not due to the presence and dependence on

another modality.

As for the “Big” Teacher Model, since the answer at-

tends to the visual and question features, intermediary vi-

sual and question features hold information about the miss-

ing modality. By distilling knowledge from these represen-

tation, the student model can learn to mimic the kind of

representation it needs to follow. By this logic, the Student

Model learns to anticipate the kind of diverse answers that

can exist from the question and image pair.

For our final model, we apply 7 L2 losses on the Student

Model with one BCE loss as shown below. We use the in-

termediary features and predictions of the Visual, Question,

and “Big” Teacher to distill the loss to the Student Model.

The final loss equation is shown below:

Ltotal =

7∑

i=1

λiL2i + λ0LBCE(Y, Ŷ
s), (2)

where {λi} and λ0 are weights for losses with L2 being L2
losses and LBCE being BCE loss. The seven losses are a

summation of individual losses and the detailed description

of the seven distillation losses are shown in Table 2.

In applying the loss in this form, the Student Model is

able to understand diverse feature representations from each

of the given modalities, allowing the Student to perform bet-

ter that it could without this guide. A visual description is

shown in Fig. 3 to aid in understanding the method at hand.

4. Experiments

In this section, we describe our experimental setups, ex-

perimental results, and implementation details.

4.1. Implementation Details

As previously mentioned, we use a CNN backbone of

ResNet 50 [18] with a single layer GRU, and a modified an-

swer space of 45,304. We a word embedding to embed the

answers into features instead of an RNN as the answers are

not sentences. We set all hidden sizes to be 1024 throughout

for all models present in our system including the attention

layers. Each MLP used in the models consists of 2 FC lay-

ers with a ReLU activation in between. We use an Adam

optimizer for all models with γ = 0.1 with a learning rate

of 1e−2. All teacher models are pretrained for 5 epochs

while student models are trained for 20 epochs.

4.2. VizWiz VQD Dataset Setup

We first test our method on the VizWiz VQD

dataset [17], which consists of 19,176/3,063 (image, ques-

tion, answers) triplets in the train/val splits respectively with

additional 7,668 triplets for the test split. We only use the

train set to train and validation set to test due to the test

set not being publicly available Each question is indepen-

dently annotated with 10 answers and reasons for why an-

swers differ, which has 10 classes with independent number

of people annotating this separately. As mentioned above,

we reconstruct a new vocabulary space for the answers from

the train/val split.



Table 3. The comparison between our “Big” Teacher Model (Ours) with the Baseline Models. Our “Big” Teacher Model shows the best

performance among the baselines.

Overall LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Q 39.45 33.75 51.93 35.23 11.04 83.41 11.99 79.06 84.50 2.88 0.81

I 40.50 56.69 50.44 26.98 7.58 83.18 9.44 80.27 86.40 2.12 1.91

A 50.10 65.28 77.07 55.92 6.96 88.16 11.97 89.89 94.06 2.50 8.67

Q+I 44.91 57.49 60.46 41.45 10.96 86.02 12.73 85.38 91.26 1.98 1.34

Q+I+A 49.72 66.65 75.51 53.86 10.18 89.11 11.86 89.84 95.47 2.33 2.47

Ours 51.60 66.63 77.98 57.74 9.7 89.14 12.89 90.63 95.79 2.06 13.46

Table 4. The performance of a Student Model with different combinations of Teacher Models with individual modalities, Visual (V),

Question (Q), and Answer(A). Simply using single-modality Teacher Models is ineffective in improving the Student Model.

Overall LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Baseline 44.91 57.49 60.46 41.45 10.96 86.02 12.73 85.38 91.26 1.98 1.34

A 44.05 57.15 61.67 39.8 6.07 85.79 10.31 85.74 91.58 2.03 0.41

Q 40.58 39.01 54.14 36.88 9.9 84.19 11.2 80.84 86.61 2.27 0.79

V 40.96 55.68 52.13 28.89 7.76 83.77 9.32 81.72 87.15 2.02 1.15

V&Q 43.95 56.14 58.03 37.91 10.88 85.81 11.83 84.82 90.49 2.48 1.14

Q&A 43.99 53.12 59.65 41.1 8.31 86.47 11.85 85.66 90.88 2.32 0.59

V&A 44.45 58.92 60.85 38.84 7.81 85.99 10.55 85.45 90.82 2.29 0.99

V&Q&A 44.68 56.83 60.06 39.27 10.02 86.92 12.02 86.14 94.41 2.46 1.69

4.3. Answer Difference Baselines

Since we use a different split from [6], we set up our own

baselines. [6] does not give clear implementation details

for the Question, Image, Answer (Q+I+A) Model, so we

assume the Q+I+A GT 1 Model as the Q+I+A Model from

here on our for the purposes of this paper and show our

comparisons in Table 3.

The Q, I, and A Models are models trained on individ-

ual modalities and are the models that we use as our teach-

ers. The Q+I+A Model is the baseline model that [6] pro-

poses trained on our hyperparameters with the changed an-

swer space, and the “Big” Teacher Model that we propose

is denoted as Ours. As shown in Table 3, Q Model shows

high performance in question related classes (i.e. INV, DFF,

SBJ), and I Model shows high performance in image re-

lated class (i.e. LQI). As answers hold essential informa-

tion to reason the answer difference, the A Model shows

higher scores compared to Q Model and I Model in almost

all classes and especially so in the Other category. Combin-

ing question and image information leads to performance

improvements (Q+I Model), and adding answer information

further improves the performance. Finally, we show from

our “Big” Teacher Model that attending all three modalities

with our method further boosts the performance. This more

powerful model is shown to be crucial in distilling knowl-

edge to the student model.

1Q+I+A GT is the model that takes the ground truth answers as input

4.4. Results of Knowledge Distillation

In light of the baseline models and the performance of

our “Big” Teacher Model, we conduct extensive experimen-

tation to see how each distillation method would affect the

performance of the student model. “Baseline” is the Q+I

Model without any knowledge distillation loss. We evalu-

ate all possible teacher combinations of A Model, Q Model,

and V Model including intermediate feature losses denoted

as “w/I”. We list our findings in Table 4.

Table 4 show that distilling individual modalities into the

baseline does not necessarily aid in the student model, but

shows that it can be counter productive to the model. For ex-

ample, in Table 4, we can see that not having any visual ques

from the teachers would actually harm the model in under-

standing of the image such as LQI (Low Quality Image) as

shown in red. This clearly shows the degradation that can

occur from the individual modality teachers. Generally for

the criterions that are easy regardless, AMB, SYN, GRN, it

shows that the difference is minuscule. Although the An-

swer Teacher performs significantly better than the Ques-

tion and Visual Teachers, the Student Model does not seem

to gleam too much knowledge from the Answer Teacher.

This could be due to the fact that the Answer Teacher’s pre-

dictions are based on a different modality that is not present

in the Student Model. Here, we show that the individual

modality teachers are not helpful for the Student Model.

To combat this, we further experiment with distilling

knowledge from the “Big” Teacher Model and show our

ablations in Table 5, and we find the most powerful com-

bination is to “Big”, Visual, and Question Teacher with all



Table 5. The performance of a Student Model with combinations of Teacher Models that includes our “Big” Teacher. (w/I) means the

intermediary features. Note that combining all the Teacher Models (denoted as All) is not helpful. The Student Model trained using the

“Big”, Visual, and Question Teacher with all their intermediary features shows the best performance.

Overall LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Baseline 44.91 57.49 60.46 41.45 10.96 86.02 12.73 85.38 91.26 1.98 1.34

Big 43.74 56.95 60.94 41.16 8.27 86.18 11.61 86.25 91.7 2.14 0.69

Big (w/I) 44.61 57.51 50.88 40.2 9.97 86.4 11.34 85.71 91.14 2.38 0.55

Big&Q 44.23 51.56 60.61 41.74 10.65 85.78 12.15 85.8 91.03 2.02 0.9

Big&Q (w/I) 44.48 51.56 61.51 41.01 9.98 86.27 13.75 85.87 91.34 2.78 0.72

Big&V 45.36 58.01 61.09 39.12 9.71 86.26 12.2 85.54 91.1 2.06 8.53

Big&V (w/I) 44.67 58.27 60.42 38.02 10.5 86.67 10.37 85.38 90.98 2.32 1.74

Big&A 44.46 56.51 61.99 39.84 7.95 86.48 11.82 85.84 91.38 2.25 0.55

Big&A (w/I) 44.18 57.54 60.51 38.51 6.7 86.3 11.35 86.19 91.67 2.15 0.88

Big&Q&A 44.25 54.9 61.98 40.77 6.81 86.63 11.39 85.91 91.11 2.45 0.53

Big&Q&A (w/I) 44.05 55.07 60.12 39.6 7.49 86.23 11.0 86.08 91.63 2.3 0.97

Big&V&A 44.23 57.98 61.19 38.06 7.85 86.6 11.02 85.6 91.17 2.07 0.75

Big&V&A (w/I) 44.07 58.27 60.35 36.72 7.14 86.5 11.03 85.8 91.34 2.5 1.11

Big&V&Q 45.41 59.09 61.49 39.57 11.91 86.47 14.08 86.23 91.66 2.08 1.5

Big&V&Q (w/I) 45.75 58.46 62.39 39.87 12.71 86.52 11.52 86.31 91.85 2.32 5.52

All 44.85 56.14 60.27 39.4 10.6 87.09 13.24 86.29 91.24 2.26 1.95

All (w/I) 44.73 57.12 61.22 40.07 9.25 86.55 11.77 86.13 91.52 2.42 1.28

Table 6. The Baseline Models for the VQA 2.0 Answer Difference Dataset.

Overall LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Q 43.61 8.04 58.62 44.25 28.67 96.74 23.99 89.1 85.02 1.33 0.36

I 31.52 3.93 29.24 8.55 16.96 92.52 17.29 73.81 72.12 0.55 0.2

A 42.57 9.62 59.76 46.86 18.94 96.49 17.3 89.63 85.81 0.91 0.42

Q+I 43.19 8.32 57.27 41.32 28.98 96.35 24.87 88.31 83.49 2.72 0.34

Q+I+A 43.2 8.57 57.52 40.33 27.88 96.73 26.12 89 84.67 0.87 0.33

Ours 44.32 10.39 59.73 43.22 31.5 96.89 24.19 89.73 85.42 1.75 0.39

their intermediary features. The intermediary features from

the “Big” Teacher gives a guide to the Student Model’s fea-

tures as it has rich representations embedded in it from at-

tention. In addition, although the “Big” Teacher’s visual

and question features are rich, the “Big” Teacher is prone

to being overly dependent on the answers, and we can see

this through the Big metric that it still does not outperform

the best model. To combat the “Big” Teacher’s reliance on

the ground truth answers, we apply the losses of the Visual

and Question Teacher and show that the Visual and Ques-

tion Teachers’ intermediary features aids in boosting perfor-

mance significantly.

4.5. Testing on the VQA 2.0 Dataset

The VQA 2.0 Answer Difference Dataset has a smaller

dataset size of 15034, (train/val/test: 9735/1511/3788) com-

pared to the 29,907 in the VizWiz Answer Difference

Dataset. The VQA 2.0 Dataset has the ground truth answers

available for the test split, thus we use the trainval split to

train the models and the test split for evaluation.

Generally, the trend of the classes that are easily wrong

are different from that of the VizWiz Dataset. Table 6 shows

that the VQA dataset shows to have a much lower LQI (Low

Quality Image) score as there are few number of such im-

ages within the dataset unlike the VizWiz Dataset. For the

answers that are easy on the VizWiz set, i.e. AMB, SBJ,

and GRN (Ambiguous, Synonym, and Granular), we see

that the model’s performance is not hugely affected. On the

other hand, it seems that the classes such as DFF and SBJ

(Difficult and Subjective) show a relatively higher score.

By looking at the Visual Teacher, or the standalone Vi-

sual Model, on the VQA dataset, it is very difficult to find

any answer differences just by looking at the image. This

idea is transferred on to the classifications of the classes as

we see the clear performance drop in the class LQI. Surpris-

ingly, in the ablation study on VQA 2.0 dataset as shown in

Table 4, the individual modalities noticeably improve the

model’s performance. However, the best performing model

still requires the “Big” Teacher Model as shown in Table 5.

Fig. 4 shows qualitative results of how the Teacher Mod-
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‘What toppings are on this pizza? Is 
it a pepperoni pizza, is it pepperoni 
and sausage, is it a supreme?’

V Q

A

Predictions:

LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Baseline 0.58 0.70 0.35 0.08 0.46 0.03 0.30 0.33 0.02 0.00

V Teacher 0.27 0.31 0.13 0.05 0.72 0.04 0.65 0.74 0.01 0.01

Q Teacher 0.40 0.64 0.29 0.11 0.55 0.03 0.37 0.49 0.02 0.01

Big Teacher 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.89 0.03 0.90 0.97 0.04 0.01

Student 0.31 0.47 0.16 0.05 0.64 0.02 0.51 0.66 0.01 0.00

GT 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

‘Can you read this phone number? 
Thank you’

V Q

A

Predictions:

LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Baseline 0.46 0.62 0.56 0.11 0.49 0.02 0.35 0.38 0.02 0.00

V Teacher 0.28 0.32 0.13 0.05 0.72 0.05 0.65 0.73 0.01 0.01

Q Teacher 0.35 0.57 0.39 0.10 0.61 0.04 0.44 0.54 0.02 0.01

Big Teacher 0.19 0.30 0.12 0.07 0.89 0.09 0.78 0.87 0.03 0.01

Student 0.33 0.46 0.25 0.07 0.68 0.05 0.51 0.62 0.02 0.01

GT 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

‘Id like to know whats
contained in this can’

V Q

A

Predictions:

LQI IVE INV DFF AMB SBJ SYN GRN SPM OTH

Baseline 0.54 0.58 0.28 0.08 0.55 0.04 0.44 0.46 0.02 0.01

V Teacher 0.25 0.31 0.12 0.05 0.73 0.05 0.66 0.75 0.01 0.01

Q Teacher 0.35 0.50 0.25 0.07 0.65 0.03 0.54 0.63 0.02 0.01

Big Teacher 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.93 0.03 0.93 0.98 0.03 0.00

Student 0.21 0.30 0.11 0.05 0.75 0.04 0.68 0.80 0.02 0.01

GT 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

Figure 4. Qualitative examples showing how the Teacher Models affect the Baseline Model, and how it changes its answers after distillation.

The output probability predictions are computed via Sigmoid function, and we hold the probability threshold of 0.5 to be a positive

prediction. The numbers in red show wrong answers and green show correct answers. While the Baseline Model has wrong predictions,

by virtue of the Teacher Models, our Student Model is able to generate correct predictions.

els affect the Baseline (Q+I) Model’s performance. The fig-

ure shows the changes in predictions that the Student Model

makes after having knowledge distilled from the Teacher

Models. The model named “Baseline” is the student model

without knowledge distillation, and the model named “Stu-

dent” is our proposed model which learns through knowl-

edge distillation. In most of the cases, although the Base-

line generates wrong predictions, by learning from teachers

that can generate correct outputs, the student model is also

able to generate correct predictions. One drawback is that

if the Teachers are all wrong, the Student can also be af-

fected by this and change from a correct answer to a wrong

answer (e.g. AMB class in the first example and the GRN

class in the second example). This shows the importance of

a plausible Teacher Model when distilling the knowledge.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we revisit the task of Answer-Difference

Prediction with Visual Question Answering. We study how

to deal with the realistic problem of ground truth answers

not being available at test time. First, we devise a method to

improve the performance of a model with the given modali-

ties. Through the use of all available modalities, we train

individual teacher models and a plausible “Big” Teacher

model. Our “Big” Teacher model shows favorable perfor-

mance against the current baselines and sets a new bar for

future works to come. Ultimately, we use the given teacher

models to distill the information into a Student model with

the privileged information they are given as our solution for

our given problem. We believe this work can be the new

first step towards solving VQD task and can inspire the fu-

ture research on VQA or other multi-modal tasks, such as

image captioning, with missing modalities [22].
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